Who Are the Archangels?

Four Clairs Quiz can be found in the Book “Divine Guidance” By Doreen Virtue
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Who Are the Angels?

Angles are messengers of God who are here to help us in our daily lives. They are a part of the divine mind of God and because of the absence of an ego they are able to help us unconditionally and compassionately non stop with perfect love. Their guidance is full of compassion and spiritual truth.

Guardian Angels

Guardian Angels are with us all of the time; in fact there are some who are appointed at the moment of our incarnation into a physical body and stay with us throughout our ascension process. This means as we grow and change the beings that guide us grow and change with us or an angel that is more suited for the life phase or the lesson that we are currently experiencing become a part or our life mission. These angels are here to help us with every aspect of our lives; we can call on them and speak with them at anytime. In reality they encourage normal conversations whether out loud or mentally in order to strengthen our communication and relationships with them. We are never alone. Even when we don't take their advice they patiently wait for us to ask for help and listen. So remember everyone has a guardian angel.

Guardian angels:

- Are not deceased loved ones
- Are beings of light
- Support us constantly
- Everyone has at least two
- Will assist us with what we need as long as we ask for the help

Earth Angels

Earth angels are beings of light that currently or at one time had a physical body. This incarnation created an ego, which like most of us harbor thoughts and beliefs that are separate from our creator. It is important to note that the presence of an ego does not keep them from helping us in our daily lives. It just means that there are earthly lessons for them to learn, as well. Below are additional examples of earth angels.

- Fairies (Elemental Realm)
- Power Animals
- Totem Animals
- Friends and Loved Ones (Who show up exactly, when we need them)
Archangels

As mentioned Archangels are beings of light who are sent as messengers of the Divine source of love that we all emanate from they are not separate from us or our Source, but they do hold unconditional love and service to the light and all of life. Calling upon angels ensures clear accurate messages and guidance that focus on your highest good and potential only. They will not and do not relate to us from a place of separation, but they do operate from the universal law of free will, so if we do not ask for their guidance or refuse their help they will not interfere. They do on occasion warn or protect us of immediate danger, but even then it is up to us to follow the guidance and information that has been provided.

It is important to remember that angels to not have bodies they at times project themselves into physical form to allow us to relate to them. However, they are pure light; a thought of pure unconditional love.

Archangel Ariel

* Lioness of God (Manifesting & Love Angel)
* Assists with:
  - Environmentalism, especially healing and protecting animals
  - Manifesting/Divine Magic

* Aura color: Pale Pink
* Crystal: Rose Quartz

Archangel Azrael

* Whom God helps (Angel of Death)
* Assists with:
  - Helps departed souls to cross over
  - Grief counseling

* Aura color: Eggshell White
* Crystal: Yellow Calcite

Archangel Chamuel

* He who sees God (Relationship Angel)
* Assists with:
  - Personal and Global Peace
  - Helps find lost objects
- Builds and Strengthens relationships
- Finding a Soul Mate.

_Aura color: Pale Green_
_Crystal: Green Fluorite_

**Archangel Gabriel**
*God is my strength (Messenger Angel)*
_Assists with:*
- Parenting, conception, pregnancy, adoption & custody
- Teachers, & Writers
- Artistic work

_Aura color: Copper_
_Crystal: Citrine_

**Archangel Haniel**
*Glory of God (Moon Goddess)*
_Assists with:*
- Bring grace and poise during important events
- Helps with clairvoyance
- Utilizing the moon energy
  - New Moon – Manifestation
  - Full Moon - Releasing
- Ceremonies

_Aura color: Moonlight blue_
_Crystal: Moonstone_

**Archangel Jeremiel**
*Mercy of God (Angel of Prophetic Vision)*
_Assists with:*
- Life reviews when we cross over
- Life reviews in the physical body to assist with change
- Psychic dreams and their interpretation

_Aura color: Purple_
_Crystal: Amethyst_

**Archangel Jophiel**
*Beauty of God (Feng Shui Angel)*
_Assists with:*
- Beautifying our live & noticing the beauty within ourselves and our environments
- Artistic projects
- Stopping and smelling the flowers (slowing down our pace)

**Aura color:** Deep Rose Pink (fuchsia or magenta)

**Crystal:** Tourmaline & Pink Fluorite

### Archangel Metatron

One of the two Archangels who where once in a physical incarnation (Ascended prophet Enoch)

**Assists with:**

- Sensitive children such as
  - Light Worker
  - Indigo
  - Crystal
  - Rainbow
- Assists with people who work with sensitive children
- Chakra Clearing
- Spiritual understanding
- Organizational skills

**Aura color:** Pink & Green stripes

**Crystal:** Watermelon Tourmaline

### Archangel Michael

*He who is like God or he who looks like God*

**Assist with:**

- Remembering our life purpose
- Courage
- Dedication, commitment and determination
- Protection and removal of fear
- Clears lower energies and entities/spirit releasement
- Handyman-anytime anything mechanical breaks (Michael will fix it if it’s meant to be fixed)
- Worthiness and self esteem issues.

**Aura color:** Cobalt blue/royal blue-purple

**Crystal:** Sugilite (love stone)

### Archangel Raguel

*Friend of God*

**Assist with:**

- Helps to resolves conflicts
- Create cooperation and harmony within the family and relationships
- Self empowerment.
Aura color: Light blue
*Crystal: Aquamarine*

**Archangel Raphael**
*God heals (Healing Angel)*
*Assists with:*
- Physical healing
- Eliminating and reducing cravings and addictions
- Guides and support to healers
- Patron of safe travel
- Works with Archangel Michael for space clearing and spirit releasement

*Aura color: Emerald green*  
*Crystal: Emerald & Malachite.*

**Archangel Raziel**
*Secrets of God (Teacher Angel)*
*Assists with:*
- Understanding esoteric information
- Psychic development and clairvoyance
- Alchemy and divine magic—looks like a wizard with wings
- Associated with the Star of David.

*Aura Color: Rainbow*  
*Crystal: Clear quartz*

**Archangel Sandalphon**
*One of two archangels who had a physical incarnation, brother of Metatron (Prophet Elijah) youngest of all the Archangels (Music Angel)*
*Assists with:*
- Music
- Listening & Delivering Prayers to God
- Determining gender of unborn babies
- Joy & Self Confidence

*Aura color: Turquoise*  
*Crystal: Turquoise*

**Archangel Uriel**
*God is light*
*Assists with:*

---

---
• Spiritual Enlightenment & Illumination
• Spiritual and Ancient knowledge
• Help students, problem solving, studies and exams
• Earth changes and weather. Alchemy and Divine magic

Aura color: Amber
Crystal: Amber.

Archangel Zadkiel
Righteousness of God
Assists with:
• Forgiveness
• Mercy
• Compassion
• Clears away the toxins of un-forgiveness and helps self-forgiveness.
• Improve Memory

Aura color: dark blue
Crystal: Lapis lazuli
Divine Guidance

Divine guidance is exactly what it says: guidance from the Divine, we often rely on our physical and intellectual senses to guide us in our daily lives or to make important decisions. While these senses are important there is a source that many of us do not use, which is the all knowing source, God and the Angels can guide us but many times we feel unworthy of their help.

Divine guidance is an art, there is not a clearly defined method or technique of communicating with the non-physical world. There are many books and discussion on the subject, what is most important to remember that your essence has a unique way communicating. Which means the Universe will communicate with us in ways that we will understand on a personal level. In addition, your ability to receive and understand Divine wisdom increases as you continue to clear any blocks to receiving information. The most common and important ways to increase your gift is through a daily spiritual practice, trust and an open mind.

The Four Clairs

The “Four Clairs” describe the four primary ways of receiving guidance from our higher selves and the angels, each form of communication is available to everyone, however depending on our missions some are more developed or utilized more then others.

Discovering your Divine Communication Style

- **Clairvoyance**: “Clear seeing” which brings Divine guidance as still pictures or miniature movies that your mind’s eye sees inside or outside your head.
- **Clairaudience**: “Clear hearing”, involves hearing guidance coming from the outside or from inside your mind. This is the still voice within. It may not sound like your own voice.
- **Clairsentience**: “Clear feeling”, involves receiving Divine guidance as an emotion or a physical sensation such as a smell, tightened muscles, or a touch.
- **Claircognizance**: “Clear Knowing”, means suddenly knowing something for a fact, without knowing how you know.

1. **What I first notice about a new acquaintance is:**
   a. How the person looks, such as facial expressions, hair style, or manner of dress
   b. The sound, tone, and volume of the person’s voice
   c. Whether or not I feel comfortable in the person’s company
   d. Whether or not the person has interesting information to discuss with me

2. **The last movie I really enjoyed had:**
   a. Beautiful scenery or attractive actors and actresses
   b. Great music and expressive voices
   c. A store that moved me emotionally and left me feeling great
   d. A wonderful message that made me learn something new

3. **Which of these phrases are your most likely to say?**
   a. I see what you mean
   b. I hear what you are saying
   c. This is how I feel about the situation
   d. Let me think about it
4. Whenever I am solving a problem, I am most likely to:
   a. Visualize a different possible solutions
   b. Talk to myself, until I come up with a solution
   c. Contemplate the situation until I get a feeling of peace
   d. Wait for an answer to appear in my mind

5. My ideal career involves:
   a. Artistic endeavors such as painting, drawing, sculpting, photography, architecture, or filmmaking
   b. Composing, playing music, or giving speeches
   c. Counseling, healing, dancing, and/or writing poetry
   d. Research, science, writing, nonfiction books and articles, medicine, and/or inventing

6. What I most love about nature is:
   a. Beautiful flowers, trees, and other scenery
   b. The sounds of birds, animals, the surf, and the wind
   c. The scents and the fresh air
   d. I don’t get out in nature much, but I would like to spend some time alone outdoors

7. What I’d most like to improve about myself is:
   a. My physical appearance
   b. My voice
   c. How I feel about myself
   d. My knowledge about my favorite topic

8. If I received some extra money, the first thing I would do is:
   a. Buy something to beautify my life, such as a painting, a piece of jewelry, or new furniture
   b. Get front-row seats at a performance by my favorite musicians
   c. Go on a rejuvenation retreat
   d. Upgrade my computer

9. If I could meet any famous person, living or dead, I most want to meet:
   a. My favorite movie star
   b. My favorite musician
   c. An author whose work made me feel really good about myself
   d. A famous inventor who changed the course of history

10. My pet peeve about restaurant is that they are:
    a. Too dark, making it difficult to see the menu and my dining companions
    b. Too noisy, making it difficult for me to hear the conversation at my table
    c. Too crowded, making it difficult for me to relax and enjoy myself
    d. Too expensive, making it difficult for me to understand why I should eat out rather than eat at home

11. I love to relax by:
    a. Watching television or a movie
    b. Listening to music
    c. Soaking in a hot tub
    d. Reading a good book
12. When I am on vacation, I spend a lot of time:
   a. Taking photographs and/or videos
   b. Talking to the local residents
   c. Eating the delicious local cuisine
   d. Learning about the history of the area

13. My most important consideration when shopping for a new vehicle is:
   a. Its appearance: its style, color, and design
   b. The sound of the engine, the quality of its stereo system, or the quietness of its interior
   c. My comfort and pleasure while driving it
   d. The rating given to the car by Consumer Reports, Car & Driver, or other consumer researchers

14. The one essential characteristic of my work environment is that it must:
   a. Have sufficient lighting
   b. Be quiet
   c. Be comfortable
   d. Have a dedicated telephone line for a computer modem or other access to the internet

15. The thing I most remember about going to the circus as a child is:
   a. The sights of the clowns and the big-top tent
   b. The sounds of calliope music, children laughing, and the circus announcer
   c. The smells of popcorn and animals
   d. Wondering how the tightrope walkers and acrobats could stay so balanced

Count the number of A, B, C, and D’s

If you mostly circled A: Clairvoyance
If you mostly circled B: Clairaudient
If you mostly circled C: Clairsentient
If you mostly circled D: Claircognizant

If you have an equal number or nearly an equal number of A, B, C, or D means you receive guidance using more than one of your senses.